
 

Dismissal Maps 
Note for Carpools and Siblings: Older students should report to the youngest student’s pickup location. For example, 

a Kindergarten student and 3rd grader are riding home together. The 3rd grader would report to the Kindergarten 

pickup area and sit with that student. 

 

Pickup Route for Grades: PK, K, 7, and 8 

 

From I-16 or Gwinnett Street, take the ramp (I-16) or turn (Gwinnett) onto Boundary Street. From 

Boundary Street take a RIGHT onto Cohen Street (drivers will not be able to take a left onto Cohen 

from Boundary). Take a left into the gate which leads to the (Boundary Street) side of the building. 

Drivers will exit by taking Berrien Street to Boundary Street.  

See arrows below (red pick-up, yellow exit): 

 

 

 

 

 



Pickup Route for Grades: 1, 2, 3, 4: 

 

There are two options to enter this pickup area: 

Option 1 (red arrows): Turn onto W Jones Street from Martin Luther King, Jr. (MLK) Blvd. Take the 

first left onto Selma Street (it runs right behind the Enmarket). Follow Selma Street around (you will 

pass Savannah Station). At the hard curve, the street turns into Cohen Street. Take the first right 

into the faculty parking lot. You will follow the traffic route to exit the lot back onto Cohen Street.  

 

Option 2 (blue arrows): From I-16 or Gwinnett Street, take the ramp (I-16) or turn (Gwinnett) onto 

Boundary Street. From Boundary Street take a RIGHT onto Cohen Street (drivers will not be able 

to take a left onto Cohen from Boundary). Take a left into the gate which leads into the faculty 

parking lot (backside of the building).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exit 



Pickup Route for Grades: 5 and 6 

 

From Liberty Street or Louisville Road, turn onto Boundary Street. Take a LEFT  onto W. Jones 

Street. Pass the school and Compassion Christian Church and take a RIGHT onto Purse Street (left 

turns will not be allowed in order to keep the flow of traffic). Follow Purse Street until you get to the 

gym side of the building and pull into the gated area. Once you have your student, pull back out 

onto Purse Street and take it to W. Jones Street.   

See arrows below (red pick-up, yellow exit): 
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